Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<begin mission summery>>>>>>>>    Currently  Beta team   has jut been passed by a heard of buffalo type animals.  in the  rush to  get to safty the communication device   was droped and was destroyed.  They are with out  communication to the ship.

Host Shann says:
Alpha team  has jsut heard and just saw a  wall of water coming down the canyon towards  them... what are they to do.........

Host Shann says:
<<<<<<<<<begin mission>>>>>>>>>

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::holds his position around the group::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to make it to the edge of the canyon before the water washes him away::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::runs up the right side of the canyon behind the team::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: reaches for the non-existent tricorder out of habit ::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: There went our only communication device. Now we are on our own.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Hovers over a science station looking over Lt. Gerrado's shoulder at scans of the creature attatched to the 
ship::

Host Shann says:
ACTION:  The water hit the team and is washing them away....

Host Shann says:
@Action:  the creature is slowly getting bigger...centimeter by centimenter

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to reach for the other team members and gain footing at the same time::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Let's get moving.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::holds on to a bush and tries to find the other team members::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::swimming with all his Vulcan muscle he tries to get a shore::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::keeps up with the Beta team::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: picks up his backpack and begins to walk in the direction of the flag ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
Gerrado: What do those readings mean Lt.?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
Self: I've always hated water.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ALpha- ACTION:  there are tree's  and rocks for the team to grab onto.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Is walking towards the flag::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Grabs on to the closest tree::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@CO: it si growing sir...

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::is able to get out of the water and sees Ens. Rogers struggle::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::grabs a rock...but slips...but moments later catches onto a tree and looks back to see how the others are managing::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:   CNS and ops catch  old.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Holds on tight to the tree::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::runs over and helps Rogers::OPS: Here hold on to my hand

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Growing? ::Thinks for a moment:: Could that mean its feeding on us?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Grabs CNS' hand::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::begins to use the tree as a rope to pull himself to shore::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Thanks

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::tries to pull Rogers out of the water::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTion- beta :  The rain has stopped  and the buffalo have gone

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::seriously would love to have her tricorder with her right now....::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to push off the tree to help move along::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: pulls his map out and inspects it ::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::is almost to shore...::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: Do you know where we are and what would be the best path?

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@CO:   I would assume sir but it isnt' drainign anything off the ship jsut growing bigger... and I asume feeding 
on soemthing

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
SO: I think that we are on the most direct route.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  The CTo get's hit by a log just as their communication equipment get's washed away.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CSO: Ok. Perhaps we should proceed on course then.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::manages to pull Rogers to the shore::OPS: You ok?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Yes, thanks.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
SO: By all means.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::grabs the log...he was so close to shore...he pushes off and attempts to finish the swim to shore::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Have you seen Lt. Deimon?

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Continue scans and find out what its feeding on. Try to determine if its sentient or not and its origin 
or species.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Proceeds on course::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Looks around and sees CTO struggling::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Points towards CTO::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION: the log slams the CTO agains the rock wall injuring him badly semi concious.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: There he is!

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::keeps moving with the Beta Team::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::follows the SO::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::sees the CTO:. OPS: Let's go and help him

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  with the storm down the air si humid and getting hot again with the sun.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::jumps into the water and heads towards the CTO::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::follows OPS::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::unable to move watches everything going on around him, he knows the moment he's out of this water he will slip intyo the 
Vulcan healing state, hopefully to be ready to again quickly::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Goes as fast as he can towards CTO::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  The CTo is semi concious and  isnt' goign to be conherent for quite a long time.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Reaches for the CTO with one arm as he gets closer::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  Beta team comes to the dege of a vlley on the far side of the  valley  they can see the tower of the  
main compound::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
FCO: Well, we're getting close, eh?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::grabs the CTO's left arm::OPS: You take the other one. We need to get him to the shore first

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Looks down to the valley::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
self: well, at least we're 'almost there'

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: Looks down the slope of the valley, and back to the map ::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Grabs the other arm and goes in reverse towards shore::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
CO: aye sir.... ::pushes some buttons::   Uh.. sir.. there si a message for you ... it si in a promite code.... it's 
adressed to the XO?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::pulls the CTO towards the shore::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: We should propably just go straight ahead to our target.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::wonders how thier going to get out of this mess, and wishes he could help...this, of all things, now of all times, to him...of all 
people, he begins to slip into the mind bending Vulcan healing state which will allow him to heal quicker, but, that doesn't mean it might not take a while...::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  Alpha manages to get them to a bluff and up on it.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Walks back to the center of the Bridge::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@CO: sir do you want me to give it to you ?

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
SO: I agree, the Alpha team could be closer than us.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: So let's get moving, again.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::nods in agreement, the faster the better in her eyes::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::reaches the shore, gets out of the water and pulls the CTO along::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::looks along the valley's edge for a safe way down::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado: Is it urgent or private?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Helps CNS pull CTO out::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::approches the edge of the slope and looks down::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@CO: Uh.. sir it si orginating from  the location of the creature...

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Goes along with Beta team::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::picks at the dirt along the edge of the valley to check how firm the soil is::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Can you dicipher it?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Is the medical equipment damaged?

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ACTION: the CTO is blody and   many bones are broken, not to mention every one is soaking wet.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::walks along the edge of the slope::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Walks back to Gerrado::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: No, lay him down right here and I have a look at him.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  the  medical equipment is  just basic  first aid kid nothing  extravagant

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::notes the ground is too hard to get a handhold:: Beta: Anybody have rappelling equipment?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Sets CTO down::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
CTS: I've got some in my pack.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Looks like he has a few broken bones to me. Want me to find a few straight sticks so we can make a splint?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::opens med kit and gets out medical tricorder::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
Beta: I think everyone does...

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@CO: I belive ti says... Your mother eats  combat boots? ::confused::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
CSO: Great. I'll go down first to work as an anchor for.. well then..

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Do it

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: OK.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::starts looking around and picks up the straightest sticks he can find::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::scans CTO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Confussed at the message::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
CSO: I'll go down first anyway just as an anchor. ::starts getting the equipment ready:: Anybody need help with this stuff?

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@Co: do you have any idea what  he is talkign about?

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  the creature grows  more...

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
CTS: Yes, go ahead. I'll go last and check things up here.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CTS: I think that at least I can handle...

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::pulls out some rappelling equipment from her pack, glad that she actually paid attention when they did this in her survival class 
at the academy::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION  The Cns find internal injuries, broken bones and bad concussion

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Comes back with the sticks::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
CSO: Alright. I'll keep an open comm link. ::taps his commbadge and starts his descent::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: How's it look?

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Try adjusting the discrete static modulation. I think its losing something in the translation. 
::Chuckles::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Looks CTS descending the cliff::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
CTS: Acknowledged. :: likewise taps his comm badge ::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ CO: aye sir.... ::  adjusts it::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
CTS: good idea...::taps her comm badge::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::tricorder shows severe injuries:: OPS: Not good I'm afraid. Several internal injuries, broken bones and a concussion

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Waits to see the result::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: And we have no communication devices to contact the ship either...

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::watches the CTS's slow decent::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ACTION:  Another message comes up, and the  creature is strting to cover more area.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: I'll go second right after CTS.

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::realises his commbadge just shorted out:: Beta: Hey guys! Did your COMM badges just short out too?

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::barely hears the SO:: SO: Sketek, don't come down until I've made it!

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Don't the padds connect to a ship database?

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::glances at her comm badege, and pulls it off her uniform to inspect it::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Yells:: CTS: Ok.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
SO: I'll go last after everyone to make sure you all make it saftly::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: I think so yes. You work on contacting the ship and I'll see to Lt. Deimon here

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::as he slips off into the Vulcan healing state, the world he sees in his scemi-conciousnous begns to whirl and create something 
new...Deimon knows this must be the hallucinations he read about when he  looked through those scrolls about the Vulcan healing state that T'Rek gave him::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: OK.

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::reaches a ledge and puts down an anchor in case the top anchor gives way::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
CEO: I've already got that job already, Chief. :: smiles ::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Takes out his padd and sees if he can connect to the ship database with it::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Any luck Lt?

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::sticks out her tounge at the CSO in a joking fashion::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Yells:: CTS: Can I come down now?

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@CO:  sir  a new message....  it says "you wear pink  ruffled boxer shorts : ???

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Watches the teams progress on the monitor::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::takes one of the sticks Ens. Rogers found and feels CTO's right arm to find the exact spot where it is broken::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::yells back:: SO: Might as well, the slope's levelling out!

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Starts slowly descending::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::unclips himself from his rope:: SO: Throw down the rope!

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Throws down the rope::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ACTION: the main viewer to the teams goes out.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::finds it and carefully straightens the broken bones::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Chuckles inside but keeps a stern experession and thinks "Truth be told some times I don't even wear 
boxers certainly not pink ones"::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: throws down rope ::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::hammers the SO's rope into the rope and clips himself to it::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:What happened to the Main Viewer?

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Continues to descend::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Accesses the ships database::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::takes of her jacket and rips it apart::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: I think I got it.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ CO: sir.. after each  message the creature si growing larger.

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: descends ::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::sees T'Rek. "Deimon," T'Rek says. "I bid you welcome." Deimon looks around, "Ambassador T'Rek, it is an honor to meet 
you once again, but...where am I?"::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CTS: Ok, I am down now.

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
SO: When you get the ledge in about 5 minutes, hammer down your rope. Safety precaution.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@CO: uh...  it is  down..  for soem reason.  malfunction I belive. ::anoyed::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Send a message back to the creature. Tell it who we are. And try to get the main viewer back.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Inserts a little message into one of the ships usually very busy archives in hopes that someone will see it::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@::does as the CO Asks::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Very good, hail them and tell them the CTO is seriously injured. He needs to be beamed aboard immediately

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
CSO: Hey Andrei, pull out my top clip and toss my rope down!

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: pulls the clip out, and throws down the rope :: CTS: Incoming!

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ACTION :  the  creasure more then doubles when the  viewwer went down.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: It's not that easy. I can only get text messages into a very busy database. Even then I'm not sure that it will be read.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::ties the stick to the CTO's arm with the jacket parts::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
CSO: Thanks!

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
Beta: Ok, next person...

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::motions for the FCO to go::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
beta_cso :  i will go

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::helps the SO out of his stuff:: CSO: Do the same with Sketek's rope!

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@Co:  uh... sir there si a message int eh computer for you ...but it uh.. isnt' from the creature.. it is from the 
planet.

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
SO: I'll get Andrei or Trial to bring the rest of the ropes in.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Inserts another message with a seemingly more urgent title into all of the databases he can access with a message to beam 
CTO to sickbay immediately::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: climbs down rope ::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Is there a way to make them read it. Make the message beep when it arrives the ship if you have to...::manages a grin::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::"All will be explained Deimon..come with me." T'Rek walks of into a purpleish background and Deimon runs to catch up. 
Deimon looks right at T'Rek, "I don't understand, I was on the planet...in that river after the flood...?"::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CTS: Ok.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: tosses down the SO's rope ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:On scree............::Remembers the MainVeiwer is down::.........Put it through.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  The SO can hear a rattling sound  near by.

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: desends ::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::works as the FCO's anchor::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CTS: What's that noise?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: I'll see what I can do.

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::listens carefully:: SO: I dunno, but it sure doesn't sound good..

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: ok

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@::sends the message to the CO::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::works some more in hopes that they will get the message::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: desends more ::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
FCO: Hammer down your rope when you get to that ledge!

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::feels along the CTO's legs and finds more broken bones::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Readies his knife::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: gets to ledge and hamers down roper ::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::gets ready to go down::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  the  rattle si almost counstant now

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Self: What could that be?

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: Goes almost all the way to the bottem ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Establish a channel to Alpha team.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::swears to herself as she finds a complicated fracture in the right lower leg::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::catches the FCO:: FCO: Alright, better get that stuff out. | CSO: The FCO's down!

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@::attempts the  link::  CO: uh sir.. we can not establish a  communication link

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: gets to bottem ::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
FCO: Welcome down.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Can you get a lock on them?

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Any progress?

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: unhitches the FCO's rope and throws it down :: CTS: Alright.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
FCO: Do you hear that sound. What could it be?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: I'm almost done with this slightly more attention getting message.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
:: starts to decend on her rope::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Setek : thanx :: looks around :: I have no idea what that is

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@CO: they left with out communicators and their locators seem too far away from their location  of beam in  to   be their actual postion

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
CEO: You're next, Trial.  :: smiles again ::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : everyoen be ready for anything

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
CEO: You know what you're doing, right, Trial?

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
FCO: Of course.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to send the message to every database multiple times to make sure someone at least reads it::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
CTS: Sure I do!

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: looks down and jumps back ::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Ok keep trying. We need to communicate with the ship. Otherwise the CTO is likely to die here!

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  with the anything coment the FCO is   struck on the ankle  and fire goes into  leg with pain

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: falls on ground holding leg in pain ::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::smiles:: CEO: Great. When you get down to that ledge can you pull out Sketek's, Calvock's and my ropes and toss em down?

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado: See if you can hail the training facility and get me Captain Hamilton. ::Begins to worry::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : something bit me

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Goes over to FCO::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
CTS: Sure thing!

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::looks over:: Oh bloody hell. ::jogs over to the FCO, getting out the first aid kit::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: I've sent a message saying that the CTO is seriously injured and needs to go to sickbay multiple times to every database 
I can access. That's the best I can do.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CTS: Do you got that first aid kit?

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: Sees the movement on the ledge below :: Beta: What's going on down there!?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: Do you need any help?

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Calma : what was that

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::looks in:: Well, good thing they gave us a snake bite kit.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::As Deimon and T'Rek walk on, suddenly the odd background around them changes...they're standing on the planet, Deimon 
looks down at himself, there on the ground...his eyes barely open, and the CNS looking over him, he sees OPS trying to send a message, "Am I!?..." T'Rek looks at Deimon, "You're far from dead...for now..."::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ :: raises the Captain hamilton::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::loks down, and wonders what's happening down there::::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
FCO: You've been bit by a rattlesnake. Hold still. ::begins working with the bite::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Walks back to the center of the bridge and paces::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
<Hamilton>  COM: Andromeda:  Thsi is Captain  Kamilton how can I help you Captain?

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::continues down the rope just a bit faster, and reaches the ledge::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: tryes to hold still by thinking about vulcan ::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  the snake is still near by  warning you   with his rattle.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Looks around suspiciously::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
CEO: Are you all set?

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::hears the rattle and ignores it, knowing that if he doesn't bother it, it won't attack him::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : EVERYONE GET BACK NOW

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Good job and yes you can help me here. Hold up his leg a little so I can fasten the stick

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Hamilton:Captain I'm unable to establish communications with my teams. Is there something you can 
do to help us? Also we have a creature attached to the ship and it appears to be feeding and growing. Are there any creatures native to this area of space?

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Picks up CTO's legs carefully to make sure he doesn't make the injuries worse::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::starts trying to extract all the saliva and venom from the wound::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
CSO: Yup! ::unclips the three ropes from the FCO,CTS, and the SO, and throws them down:: 

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::fastens the stick with more parts of the jacket around the CTO's leg::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
CEO: Ok, I'm untying your rope, and coming down myself.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
CSO: Alright.

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
@COMM :   your teams should have the communication devices that they were issued.   We ahve had   soem reports of a creature that ahs been an  'anoyance' in the area.  currently   we are trying to  warn  others of them. they are normally no problem.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: fastens his rope and begins to climb down ::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Sits down in the center seat::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::hear three ropes hit the ground and thinks 'Good, Trial's almost down.'::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: leg feels like it is on fire ::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::fastens her rope at the ledges and continues down to the bottom::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::places an antibiotic pad on the wound, now that all the venom should be out and wraps it with gauze::

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
@ACTION  the  creature is  nearly half way covering the ship

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
FCO: There, that should be all better. ::helps him up::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
CTS: What do you think.. will he be able to walk?

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:; gets up :: calma : thanx i dont know what you did but thank you

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
ACTION:  a howl can be heard near by alpha

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: Ok thank you. That should do for broken extremities. As for the broken rips he has to lay still which he does anyways.

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: Moves down to the ledge, pulls his rope down and secures it ::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Hears the howl and pulls out a knife::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Hamilton:It appears their comm device may have been lost or damaged they may need a 
replacement. As for the creature its covering half my ship, thats a little more than an annoyance. ::Getting frustrated::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : how  many more people do we have to wait for

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: I'll go check it out.

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::slides the last couple of feet down the slope and comes to a stop at the bottom::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
FCO: Ahh, nothin' but a snakebite kit. You might have a little trouble walking at first, but it should be fine. When we get back to the 
ship, I'll take care of it properly.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::hears the howl and turns around grabbing a stone::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Walks towards the howl slowly::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: You be careful. One injuried is enough!

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
ACTION:  It seems ay the CO gets more anoid with it the bigger it grows.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: I will be.

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
ACTION:  ops can hear growls  around him....

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
FCO: it's only the CSO now

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Calma : understood

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::turns her attention back to the CTO::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Notices another increase in the creatures size as he gets annoyed::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Looks around to see what that is::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: walks down to rejoin Beta :: Beta: Ok, I was the last one. Let's move!

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::makes a mental note to stay close to the FCO in case he has any trouble::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Self:Hmmmmmmm.

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: I agree with CSO.

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : ok lets get out of here

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: limps as he walks ::

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::T'Rek stays calm and looks at Deimon, "Well, what do you think of this, but, your crew always makes it...don't they?"  That little 
speech makes Deimon kind of nervous, but T'Rek continues, "Now, how about we see what evryone else is up to." The background changes once again, they're at the bottom of a cliff, Deimon sees Beta...::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Begins to walk fast::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: secures his equipment in his pack and begins to walk ::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::packs up the first aid kit:: Beta: Somebody take the rear point, we don't anything sneaking up on us..

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
BetaL good idea, let's go...::starts to walk avoiding the rattlesnake::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Hamilton:Captain is this creature known to feed off of emotions of any type?

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
COMM: Captain I woudl  transport  emergency contact   communicators  , but if they use them they are 
disqualified.

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::senses Deimon's spirit in the general area:: ~~~~CTO: Wes, what are you doing, you should be helping your team.~~~~

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::moves out, behind the FCO::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: contiues to walk keeps a look out ::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Continues to look for where the growls are coming from::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Hamilton: Understood.

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
@COMM:  Actuallyy it seemed the more frustrated an anoyed the crew got at it the larger it grew but then 
again if soemthing happened to my ship I would be  anoyed as well.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::Deimon hears Calma and looks at T'Rek, "A friend...and a fellow Vulcan, they're katra is as strong as your, and, those whom 
you keep close might sense you," T'Rek gives an odd thing for a Vulcan...a smile::

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
ACTION :  an emergency com radio is trasnsported to each team but if they   use it they are disqualified.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
~~~CTS:Umm...i have a problem....~~~

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::pulls the long wooden staff off her back that she picked up at the start of the mission::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: see com radio ::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
~~~~CTO: Please don't me you're dead..~~~~

Host Captain_Turner says:
@Gerrado:Scan the planet for the teams using ships sensors. You may not be able to lock on to their 
commbadges but try for their life signs. Let me know what their status is.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Walks back to CNS::

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
ACTION:  a sound is heard near the OPS head and  he see's anmother wolf, and this time he doesnt' look 
skittish...he smells  blood.

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : anyone know why this just appeard ?

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: walks over and picks up the new comm system :: Beta: They probably just beamed this over here as a safety precaution...

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Turns back around::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::readies his knife::

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::gets the dermal regenerator out of the med kit and closes the wound at the CTO's forehead::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@COMM:Hamilton:Thank you Captain you'fe given me an idea.

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::shrugs and quacks, trying to basically say "I dunno"::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Vetrov : ok you take care of that we will use it only if  we have to

Host Captain_Hamilton says:
@COMM:  indeed captain, Hamilton out. ::closes connection::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
FCO: Beats me..it's an emergency com radio, better save it in case we have one.

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
~~~CTS:Not quite, my katra sems to have taken a bit of katra from a mind meld with a Vulcan friend of mine and now, this person is.....showing me what's going on, I'm not sure, but he's trying to lead me to...something...i think.....I was in the river and got injured, i think i'm in the Vulcan healing state~~~

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: reads note on radio ::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
FCO: Alright.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Yells to CNS:: CNS: Would you mind throwing your other knife over here? I think I will need it.

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Slowly backs away from the wolf::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
AcTION: several wolves are advancing toward him.  The  radio is  near the CNS.

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
OPS: No problem ::throws her knife to Ens. Rogers and prays he can catch::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : ok the ship has sent this down just incase we need to use it because there commucation devise is not working if we use it we will be disqualified

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Catches the knife and gets prepared to defend himself::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : lets keep moving

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::his link with the CTO starts to fizzle out and curses to himself::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
::Keeps on moving::

Beta_CSO_Vetrov says:
:: continues to advance ::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Tries to lead the wolves away from CNS and CTO::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::wonders what the point of it is if they'll get disqualified from using it...::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@*Shipwide*:Attention all hands, this is the Captain speaking. We seem to have a creature attached to our ship that feeds on annoyance and frustration. I need all who are experiencing these emotions to try to calm down. If you are unable please proceed to sick bay and see the doctor on duty for a sedative.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  The  FCO si still very sick from the  bite. and geting tired from anti venom

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: contiues to walk ::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
FCO: Are you all right?

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::sees the FCO stumble and makes suire he doesn't fall:: FCO: You gonna be okay?

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::T'Rek looks at Deimon, "Well, what do you think, now, on and about...."  Deimon looks around as once again his background changes, he's back at his body, Deimon sees OPS running, not thinking, Deimon runs after OPS to see what's going on and help, leaving T'Rek behind::

Beta_CEO_Martin says:
::dosen't like the paleness of the FCO::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Sketek : no i am really getting tired

AlphaCNS_Shania says:
::sees the radio, picks it up and reads the note on the display::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Stands still and faces the wolves::

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
Beta: Should we carry the FCO?

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Beta : bet lets keep moving

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
Sketek : no i am ok i can walk

Beta_SO_Sketek says:
FCO: As you wish.

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: continues to try to walk ::

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::slings the FCO's arm over his shoulders to support him:: FCO: Try to stay off that leg then.

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Breaths in and out in a calming fashion::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Feels his frustration levels lowering::

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Gets a fierce look in his eyes towards the wolves and gets an evil grin on his face::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: hopes on one foot :: calma : thanx

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ACTION  The creature begins to 'flake off"  in chucnks  and gets   smaller

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::T'Rek appears in front of him, "Going somewhere? You can't help him, no one can see you, you are katra..." T'Rek points at 
Deimon's body. "When Vulcans are hurt, but noit dead, they're katras many a time will go on a quest...but, what is the quest you have begun?" Deimon looks at T'Rek.,"...I don't know, none that I know of."::

Host Captain_Turner says:
@::Calmly:: Gerrado:Lt Gerrado. Please back us away from the creature slowly.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION: from other direction  the  wolves   charge for the CTO

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
FCO: Hey, I've spent nearly a hundred years as an adult, I know how take care of a sick man.

Host LT_Gerrado says:
@ CO: Aye aye sir.....

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
CNS: LOOKOUT!

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: looks around :: Beta : hmm quite tonight 

Alpha_OPS_Rogers says:
::Runs towards the wolves and tries to throw one of the knives at one of them

Host LT_Gerrado says:
ACTION:  The  FCO  goes limp and unconcious

Beta_CTS_Calma says:
::smiles and chuckles to himself and feels the FCO pass out:: Aww man....

Alpha_CTO_Deimon says:
::sees the wonlves running towards his body, and once again not thinking, runs in front of his body in an appearently vain attempt to stop them::

Beta_FCO_Calvock says:
:: falls down ::

Host LT_Gerrado says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>

Host LT_Gerrado says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>

Host LT_Gerrado says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>

Host LT_Gerrado says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>

Host LT_Gerrado says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<pause mission>>>>>>>>>

